
Lahtha  

About Us ?  
We specialize in facilitating electronic payment processes for customers, 
clients, store owners, as well as businesses. Through an integrated electronic 
platform and gateway, we make online transactions seamless. Committed to 
providing secure and reliable payment solutions, we aim to contribute to the 
growth of businesses for our clients ". 

Our Goals : 

- Improving Customer Experience: We aim to provide a seamless and 
convenient payment experience for customers. We strive to deliver 
intuitive and practical user interfaces, enabling users to carry out 
payment transactions with ease and speed.  

- Increasing Merchant Efficiency: By enhancing e-commerce operations 
and facilitating payments, we offer analytical tools to help merchants 
monitor and improve the performance of payment processes, ultimately 
increasing their sales. 

-  Providing Integrated Solutions: We seek to offer comprehensive 
solutions that meet the diverse needs of customers. We support a wide 
range of electronic payment methods to ensure full coverage of 
customer requirements. 

 

 

 

 



 

Our Vision : 

We aspire to be the leading company in the field of electronic payment in 
Libya. We are dedicated to achieving excellence in developing and delivering 
innovative and reliable electronic payment solutions. Furthermore, we aim to 
be the preferred partner for merchants and companies, fostering sustainable 
growth and mutual success.   
Our Message :   

Transforming electronic payment operations into an enjoyable and seamless 
experience for both merchants and customers, we strive to provide reliable 
solutions that enhance security, speed, and ease in payment processes. We 
believe that electronic payments should be accessible and easy for everyone, 
playing a crucial role in achieving success and growth in the era of digital 
commerce. 

Landing Page Content 
Section 1  

When entering the website, visitors will be greeted with a landing page featuring a 
compelling call to action, inviting them to experience the electronic application. The 
call to action will be designed to prompt immediate engagement and may include: 

Choses one of this :  

"Lahtha, your optimal and fastest alternative for digital financial 

transformation." 
" Lahtha saves you time and effort through a comprehensive electronic wallet. " 
"Opening up the world for you, moment by moment!" 

 



At the bottom, in smaller font, the statement reads:  
Download the app and start earning points with every wallet top-up. Experience 

Moment, moment by moment!' Below this, include the icons for Google Play and 

Apple App Store. 
Then, there will be a design in the same section, positioned laterally, or as per 

the designer's vision. It will consist of 4 function icons, each accompanied by 

brief information about the service. 
 This design will be the first thing users see on the platform and the app, 

providing them with a general overview of the application and service. 

Afterward, they can delve deeper into the site to learn more details. 

- Secure and Reliable Electronic Wallet. 

- Providing all local and international commercial payment methods. 

Complete flexibility in electronic payment transactions.  
- Earn points with every wallet top-up and utilize or share them with 

friends. 
 
Section 2  

The design might look like this, for example: On the right side, there will be a 

statement, "Collect points with every recharge and use them for purchases or share 

them through the app." On the left side, there could be an image representing a 

function, such as a smart device with points or something similar next to it. 

Additionally, below the statement, you can include icons for Google Play Store and 

Apple App Store for downloading the application. 

- Section 3  
A descriptive section about the application and the company (About Us) 
might include: 
We are an electronic payment company dedicated to facilitating electronic payment 
processes for customers, clients, store owners, as well as businesses and institutions. 



Through an integrated electronic platform and gateway, we make online transactions easy 
for customers. We are committed to providing secure and reliable payment solutions that 
contribute to the growth of our clients' businesses. 

-  Section 4: Our Services 
The app will feature lists of the services it provides, presented in 
designed squares. Below each square, there will be the type of service, 
for example: 

 

- Secure electronic wallet 
-  International e-commerce cards. 
- Prepaid payment cards. 
-  

- Section 5: FAQ 
Here, we will provide some frequently asked questions for users. 

- Section 6: Contact us 
Feel free to reach out to us for any inquiries, feedback, or technical issues. We are 

available 24/7 to respond to all your queries. 

 


